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(See) The Vocalist (two parts): Ace of Base - Extreme Love (1989) MP3/VideoOops!... I have just realized that I have no way to play the video part of this MP3. So I am not actually making use of it, but only embedding it as I
have other MP3s. Still, it's available here for a test. The Vocalist (three parts): Ace of Base - Girlfriend (1990) MP3/Video (may I ask what you want me to do with it?)I have a mpeg video of the original, but I have a feeling it's
very compressed and not very watchable. If I had any other video of the original it wouldn't be a problem, but I don't.Do you want me to make a new upload with the original video? So the person who made the video can
have the link?How about if I put a link in the comments for the person who made the video to make it available for download?The original video isn't very good, it's going to be quite hard to get good quality from it, but I don't
think it matters, as most people probably won't get it anyway.Cognitive-behavioral treatment for child sexual abuse survivors: effects on sexual violence. Children who are sexually abused are at greater risk for further sexual
victimization. Because very little empirical attention has been devoted to treatment for sexual abuse of children, we had a goal to describe the effects of a brief cognitive-behavioral treatment program on sexually abusive
men and women, and to explore the effects of treatment on risk of further sexual victimization and other relevant variables. Sixteen men and 12 women completed this study. A prospective, randomized design was used to
examine the effects of the treatment. The treatment consisted of 20 2-hour sessions of cognitive-behavioral techniques. The program was shown to be efficacious in reducing all measures of sexual abuse and in increasing
sexual self-efficacy. Reductions in risk of further victimization were noted as well as decreases in abuse-related blame, anger, depression, and fears of women. Mediational analyses demonstrated that decreases in abuse-
related blame were related to decreased rape, sexual abuse, and sexual harassment. Implications of these results are discussed.Q: Rails 3.1.x server security : why isn't my JS redirecting? I have a rails application that runs
on a linux box, and my javascript-based landing page runs on the same box. I have a user that's able to add JS and CSS to the landing page, but not get a response when he adds a bunch of code to the javascript-based page.
The url for the landing page points to the js-based page. What do I need to do to make it so that the JS redirects work? Thanks, Phil A: Adding
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